INTRODUCTION
============

Systematic arrangement and analysis of a variety of data subsets present a challenge. The GeneNet system ([@gki077c1]) was developed to respond to the challenge. The widely available specialized databases, such as KEGG ([@gki077c2]), BioCarta (<http://www.biocarta.com/index.asp>), BIND ([@gki077c3]), TRANSPATH ([@gki077c4]) and MetaCyc ([@gki077c5]), among others, are concerned with metabolic or signal transduction pathways. The GeneNet workbench is more versatile, enabling the description of functions and regulation of complicated biological systems on the basis of the manifold data on the expression regulation of genes and changes in the concentration of their products, the macromolecular interactions, enzymatic reactions, the effects of external agents, signal transduction pathways, to name a few. The GeneNet diagrams represent mainly the structural--functional organization of the gene network ([@gki077c1]) that controls particular processes in eukaryotes ([@gki077c6]). The GeneNet\'s task is not to give a detailed description of protein--protein interactions or of the gene or protein structure; all this is available from the other established databases. The intention is to describe, in more detail, the relationships between the gene network units and regulatory influences on the relationships ([@gki077c7]). The information from the GeneNet database is further used in the developing of kinetic computer models of various biological processes ([@gki077c8]).

GeneNet MODULES
===============

The GeneNet system consists of the following functional modules: a database that compiles information on the structural and functional organization of the gene and metabolic networks, their elementary units (proteins, genes, RNAs, small molecules, etc.) and elementary interactions between the units ([@gki077c1]);a graphical viewer that allows display of the structure of the gene network and interactions of its units as a two-dimensional graph;a section of computer modeling of gene networks;software for analysis of the graph structure of gene network and its functional characteristics ([@gki077c9]);a graphical editor enabling the construction of new diagrams and to modify the existing ones, to add new information to the database.

It should be noted that the user can request the software for analysis and the graphical editor in the GeneNet licensed version only. For this reason, the descriptions of these tools are omitted here. Furthermore, the licensed GeneNet version contains much more information and is more frequently updated than the free version.

GeneNet database
----------------

Currently, information on the elementary structures and interactions are stored as a relational database with nested tables (their total number is 89); the gene and metabolic network diagrams and the database structure are described in the XML format.

The GeneNet data are released as an SRS version, free access is at <http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/systems/genenet/>. The GeneNet SRS version format has been described previously ([@gki077c1]). Two new tables whose format is given in Supplementary File 1 were currently added to the SRS release.

The internal format of the GeneNet database was considerably expanded. In the current version, we can more completely describe interactions between units, e.g. introduce information on the constants and cofactors of enzymatic reactions, subunit structure, protein modification sites, half-life time of RNAs, proteins and small molecules, among others.

The current SRS release of the GeneNet database contains descriptions of 1766 proteins, 1006 genes, 241 small molecules and 3254 relationships between gene network units, 552 reaction constants. The information has been manually extracted from 1980 journal publications.

The licensed version of the GeneNet database is in the XML format, its number of entries is about two times greater than in the free version.

GeneNet viewer
--------------

In 2004, a new GeneNet viewer was developed. In contrast to the preceding version, it can work both on the standard Windows platform and UNIX or LINUX, and it does not require triggering of special programs by a server. Every diagram generated by the GeneNet viewer is a graphical file in the GIF format displaying a two-dimensional graph of a gene network. The information for compiling the diagrams was obtained inform the studies on eukaryotes, such as human, mouse, rat, chicken and others. Every diagram is an integration of the data on all the organisms ([@gki077c7]). The images of the elementary units (genes, proteins, small molecules) are interactive. By clicking them, one can obtain a description of the unit in a separate window of the Internet browser. Each arrow, which represents interaction between the units ([@gki077c7]), has an interactive point. Information on interaction from the GeneNet database can be obtained by clicking the interactive point. It should be noted that information on a unit displayed by the GeneNet viewer can be different from that stored in the SRS release. This is because the viewer addresses the relational version of the database containing more information than the SRS release.

Altogether, 37 graphical representations of gene networks can be visualized in the GeneNet free version. The gene networks with the indicated number of elementary units and their interactions are listed in Supplementary File 2.

GeneNet modeling
----------------

The GeneNet modeling section allows modification of the parameters of the available gene network models (in the free version, only the 'Cholesterol biosynthesis' and the 'Erythrocyte maturation' models are accessible) and keeping track of the course of changes in unit behavior in various conditions. In addition, 38 mathematical models of gene networks in the SBML format (see Supplementary File 3) are accessible in the GeneNet modeling section. The special software for automated generation of computer models derived from the GeneNet data was developed at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics (Novosibirsk, Russia).

GeneNet: A VERSATILE WORKBENCH
==============================

GeneNet can be used for addressing a wide range of problems. Thus, all the reactions and regulatory events involving the gene or protein of interest can be found by a query to the free GeneNet SRS-version. The licensed version allows generation of more complicated queries, e.g. to search for the entire path(s) linking two chosen units, to find units connected not only directly but also by second-, third- and higher-orders with the chosen unit, to identify all the chosen regulatory circuits in the gene network graph and to make other queries.

Furthermore, a system of subschemes is available in GeneNet. It allows the user to display certain processes, e.g. signal transduction pathways, as separate diagrams. This approach enables the simplification of the overall gene network representation and the obtaining of a more detailed representation of a particular process, if necessary. Figure [1](#gki077f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the implementation of the subschema for the 'Antiviral response' diagram.

FUTURE EXTENSIONS OF GeneNet
============================

In the next 2 years, we intend to increase considerably the capacities for describing the gene network dynamics, to develop a database for kinetic and other new types of experimental data and also to establish a database of gene network computer models. We also intend to improve the software for analysis of the gene network graph and other information stored in GeneNet. A web-interface will be provided for the user to make queries to the current relational version of the GeneNet database.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
======================

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.

###### \[Supplementary Material\]
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